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About This Content

The Edinburgh-Glasgow Expansion Pack is a recreation of the line from Edinburgh Waverley to Glasgow Queen Street via
Falkirk High, and including the Grangemouth Intermodal terminal and refinery area. Originally dating back to 1842, the line
runs through open countryside passing through several stations including Haymarket, Linlithgow, Polmont, Falkirk High and

Bishopbriggs, and passes the famous Murrayfield Stadium outside Edinburgh and the world famous Falkirk Wheel. Also
included is the Falkirk Grahamston Branch between Polmont and Greenhill Upper Junction and the Class 170 Turbostar DMU.

The route features highly-detailed models of both terminus stations, all stations along the line and the expansive intermodal
terminal and refinery area, complete with atmospheric sound effects. The Edinburgh-Glasgow Expansion Pack has been

developed by Thomson Interactive with a focus on the ‘driver’s eye’ view, all station and line-side features being fully detailed
and more distant landscape features represented with simpler detail to improve game rendering performance while driving.

Includes

Class 170 DMU.
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Full Edinburgh to Glasgow via Falkirk High route, with Edinburgh Waverley, Haymarket, Edinburgh Park, Linlithgow,
Polmont, Falkirk High, Falkirk Grahamston, Camelon, Grangemouth Intermodal Terminal, Croy, Lenzie, Bishopbriggs
and Glasgow Queen Street.

Six scenarios plus four free-roams.
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Title: Train Simulator: Edinburgh-Glasgow Route Add-On
Genre: Simulation
Developer:
Thomson Interactive
Publisher:
Dovetail Games - Trains
Franchise:
Train Simulator
Release Date: 25 Mar, 2011

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS:Windows® Vista / 7 / 8

Processor:Processor: 2.8 GHz Core 2 Duo (3.2 GHz Core 2 Duo recommended), AMD Athlon MP (multiprocessor variant or
comparable processors)

Memory:2 GB RAM

Graphics:512 MB with Pixel Shader 3.0 (AGP PCIe only)

DirectX®:9.0c

Hard Drive:6 GB HD space

Sound:Direct X 9.0c compatible

Other Requirements:Broadband Internet connection

Additional:Quicktime Player is required for playing the videos

English
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Not quite an idle clicker, not quite a beat-em-up. Worth the price. Also worth an auto-clicker to save your mouse. Great humor,
very irreverent in spots. Loving it so far.. This is about what you would expect for two dollars. Eventually you get to a point
where the game expects you to go through certain type of door, but does not give you the correct number of this keys, making
the game impossible.

EDIT:___________________________________________________________

Ok so I decided to give this another try after almost a year after trying to play this, and it seems to actually be more than decent
now. I see that there have been at least two updates sense I last looked (I think it was more but I'm not counting). I managed to
complete the entire game from a new game to end in only a few hours, but it feels a bit more balanced now in progression.
I don't know.............. maybe I just got gud at gamez in the time I looked away from this (hardly likely though). "5\/10. Totally
worth buying on a 75% off or better sale." According to My Own Rating.

I've had fun playing the game, but in order to do so, I've had to accept two facts. First, the video and screenshots are misleading,
everything you see in 3d is part of an animated background that doesn't seem to be affected by anything you do. Then there's the
fact that either the positive reviews have been paid for or I should go become a billionaire irl. I just find it hard to believe that
mining industry is that simple and easy to run.

Once you accept that it's an extremely superficial\/simplified business simulator with an animated background view, it's rather
easy to have fun if you like business simulators.

That should be enough to clarify what the game is not: It's not a machine simulator, and it isn't a deep business simulator (in
fact, it's even hard to say it's a good one).

I've stumbled upon a few bugs (such as the PANIC message when trying to load a save file after completing or losing a game),
but nothing that would make the game unplayable. Also, the free game settings seems to have been poorly designed leading to
impossible scenarios, like when you try "hard" for all options and start the game with a production so low that you're losing
money unless the price is really high and you don't start with enough cash to increase production or even survive a couple
months until the market price rises.

Other than that, I was expecting a very crappy and unfinished simulator, and it's just a superficial one, therefore, it's much better
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than I expected.

Don't expect much out of this game and you can have fun for many hours. Totally worth buying on a 75% off or better sale..
spent 3 days contacting the support to reactivate my account as it was "magicaly frozen". neither of the so called customer "Duty
SPECIALIST" was able to help me. bad game and bad publisher. Oh, this is very much in line with the first two games... If you
loved them, then you'll love this one too.
I'm still uncomfortable with some of the game mechanics (but nothing that'd make you stop playing it), and how slow the
animations are (you can always enable a 2x speed hack in Cheat Engine as a quick fix.)
The story isn't as interesting as in the earlier games, but to be honest it's just so nice being able to once again pluck flowers and
scan pixels for mushrooms, I'd always give a recommendation to this game, even if it sucked.
Also, easy to 100% the regular way if you're willing to grind stuff. (Once again, a speed hack would be a good idea.)

Edit: I think it's interesting to point out that unlike most RPGs, your max HP isn't limited. It's not explicitly said in the beginning
of the game, but you can eat and eat and eat for hours and your HP will keep rising. It's quite fun when you realize it... Less fun
when you think of all the games you only ate enough to complete the next few tasks, in case I had limited supplied... Ah ah,
good times.. I've loved the Nancy Drew books since my youth. I'd also apparently lived under a rock for quite some time
because I hadn't known that games were made based in her adventures. I really enjoyed this game since it was one that made you
think and combined some casual games with some not so causal ones. I especially liked working with the wolf.

That darn Fox and Geese game irritated me greatly though. The man just wouldn't go to the quarter I needed him in. It took
some time to get the wins I needed for that puzzle. I also am now going to have to get a Fox and Geese board for the kids and I.

I really recommend this game to a mystery lover that likes to think. I don't recommend it to those that are used to games that are
just bash and trash.. You are basically only climbing giant stairs. Really boring, bad graphics and no story.. BEST ♥♥♥♥ING
GAME. If you look for a game and badass DLC get this DLC and game no wait GET ALL THE DLCS AND GAME!!!
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Woah Dave! Is an arcade style game where the main goal is to kill everything thats on the screen sort of like the original Mario
Bros arcade game but will you want to try this ? Woah Dave is a simple game so theres not alot i can say about it. Its a single
screen platformer where the main goal is to kill as many eggs before enemies hatch from them while trying to get the highest
score possible. The game is played like a simple platformer where you you use the buttons to walk jump and throw items at the
eggs. The only bad thing i can say about the game is sometimes the controls are quite wonky but overall the game is really fun to
play and without a doubt this is a solid game. If youre looking for a really fun Arcade style game without a doubt dont skip
Woah Dave. I give Woah Dave! a 7/10. Awsome game
It’s crazy fast paced and extremely funny
Battles get out of hand fast and you leave wanting to stab your friends.

You should get this with them intention to play with friends though.. Not worth the full price considering the length nevertheless
it is still decent to get in a discount.
Art is nice but the music could use an improvement. I just turned it off after a while to listen to something else.
This serie could be so much better if there was voice acting + in uncensored version visible male parts during intercourse
because it kind of looks weird, unnatural and lacking as it is now.
Also it kind of sucks that if you want to have a good ending you cant really have much fun if at all until the very end, that is
especially true for this one because unless you lick the boots of that  bank employee you are basically screwed though I guess it
is kind of realistic as you wouldnt really be able to screw around if you wanted to save your business in real world too.
Well anyway, if you enjoyed the first one and want to see what is awaiting the characters next then get it in a discount, apply the
uncensored patch and enjoy :). This game has its own charm. In the first moments it seems complicated. Once the player
understands the system and style of play, the game will reward him with a beautiful experience. The player is continuously
amazed and gradually discovers new possibilities. I like that player does not play by the hand, but after a few moments, is able to
move the story forward. Whole game is graphically beautifully crafted, audio as well. For the whole game I met with no
problem.. Devs have halted production and will discontinue servers in three months. Do not buy.
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